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United States Patent O ” 

3,387,874 
HEAT-CLEANING @VEN LATER AND 

LUCK MECHANISM 
Calvin ll. Holtkamp, Mansfield, Ühio, assigner to West 

inghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., a cor 
poration of Pennsylvania v 

)Filed Apr. 28, 1966, Ser. No. 545,894 
6 Claims. (Cl. 292-201) 

This invention relates to the type of oven adapted for 
high temperature cleaning of food soils, and is directed 
particularly to an improvement of an oven door latching 
and locking arrangement of the general type disclosed by 
George W. Nagel, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 545, 
967, entitled “Oven Door Latch and Lock Arrangement” 
and tiled Apr. 28, 1966. 
Both safety requirements and common sense dictate 

that the oven door of a heat-cleaning type oven be locked 
shut during the potentially dangerous portions of the 
heat-cleaning cycle, that is, whenever temperatures in 
the oven cavity are substantially above normal cooking 
temperatures. 
The invention of the above-noted patent application 

is concerned with a latching and locking arrangement in 
which the oven door is latched by physically moving a 
handle to a position in which the door is mechanically re 
strained frein direct opening before the heat-cleaning 
cycle temperatures are experienced, and in which the door 
is locked shut during the high temperature portions of 
the cycle. The locked shut condition means that the door 
is latched shut in the sense of being mechanically re 
strained from direct opening and that the option of can 
celling the restraint (which is available while the door is 
latched only) is not available to the user. It is .also con 
sidered a practical requirement that the locked condition 
for the door be automatically effected as the oven tem 
perature rises into the heat cleaning range, and be auto 
matically cancelled when the oven temperature falls below 
the range. 

In the embodiment according to the noted Nagel patent 
application, the means for effecting the locking of the 
oven door are located at the rear of the range and the 
latching »means are located at the front of the range. 
Link means extend from the front to the rear to coordi 
nate the functions of the latching and locking means in 
accordance with the conditions existing. 

In that embodiment the latch means includes a bolt 
which is turned up to protrude yabove the edge of the oven 
door and engage a keeper bracket mounted to the oven 
frame to project forwardly over the edge of the door. 
The link means includes a rearwardly biased drawbar con 
nected at its forward end to a bell crank which in turn is 
secured to the keeper bracket. When the latch means is 
moved to a latched position the bolt engages and moves 
an arm of the bell crank which in turn causes the other 
arm of the bell crank to pull the drawbar forwardly. 
This placesv the forward end of the drawbar in -a position 
preventing the movement of the latching bolt in an un 
latching direction so long as the drawbar remains in its 
forward position. The forward movement of the rear end 
of the drawbar places the locking assembly, at the rear 
of the oven, in a condition for subsequent locking. This 
subsequent locking of the door is eiîected by obstructing 
the rearward movement of the drawbar through means 
in the locking assembly responsive to high oven tempera 
tures. Thus, with oven temperatures in the heat-cleaning 
range, the drawbar is prevented from moving rearwardly 
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and accordingly the bolt cannot be moved to an un 
latched position because the forward end of the drawbar 
prevents such movement of the bolt. 
Thermal expansion of the range body structure at the 

high temperatures experienced, tends to destroy the inter 
fering relationship lbetween the forward end of the draw 
bar and the bolt in a latched position. That is, with the 
locking assembly ñxedly secured at the rear of the oven 
and the rear end of the link means being connected to 
cooperate with the locking assembly, thermal expansion 
of the range body in a front to rear ldirection moves the 
keeper bracket forwardly relative to the rear end of the 
range. This has the same effect as if the drawbar were 
moved rearwardly. Accordingly, the higher the oven tem 
perature the more likelihood that the interfering relation 
ship between the forward end of the drawbar and the 
bolt will be lost and an unlocked condition will occur. 
A general object of this invention is the provision of 

an arrangement to prevent this condition from occurring 
due to thermal expansion of the range body. 

I accomplish the object of my invention in one way 
by mounting the locking assembly at the rear of the range 
for pivotal movement and then providing means directly 
connectinv the lock assembly to the keeper bracket at the 
front of the range so that movement of the keeper bracket 
in accor-dance with expansion and contraction of the 
range body will effect pivoting of the lock assembly in 
accordance -With the movement of the keeper bracket. In 
this way the relationship between the forward end of the 
drawbar and the latching bolt remains essentially the 
same regardless of thermal expansion and contraction of 
the range body. 
The invention will be described in connection with the 

accompanying drawing illustrating a currently preferred 
embodiment by way of example, and wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a range of the heat 
cleaning type incorporating the invention; 

FlG. 2 is a fragmentary horizontal sectional view corre 
sponding to one taken along the line ii-ll of FIG. 1 and 
illustrating the latching means and the forward part of the 
link means in an unlatched position; ' 

FIG. 3 is a top view of the latching means similar to 
FIG. 2 illustrating the relationship of parts when the 
latching means is in a latching position; 

FlG. 4 is a fragmentary horizontal sectional view corre 
spending to one taken along the line ill-Ill of FIG. l 
and presenting a top View of the lock assembly and the 
rear part of the link means with the parts in an unlocked 
condition; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view corre 

sponding to one taken along the line V-V of FIG. 4 and 
illustrating the relationship of the bolt of the latching 
means relative to a part of the link means; 

IFIG. 6 is a schematic view in the nature of a force 
diagram illustrating the operating relationship of the 
latching, linking and locking means; 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary, enlarged rear elevation view 
of the lock assembly and the rear part of the link means 
View of the lock assembly and the rear part of the link 
means located at the rear of the range; 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary end view, partly broken, of 

the lock assembly as viewed from the right of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary plan view of the lock assem 

bly and the rear part of the link means; 
FIG. 10 is a vertical sectional View of a part of a tim 

ing mechanism; and 
FIG. 11 is -a schematic view of a currently preferred 

electrical circuit for a range incorporating the invention. 
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Range am! oven structure (FIG. I ) 

The general exterior appearance of the illustrated do 
mestic cooking range incorporating the invention is con 
ventional. It includes an outer housing it) supporting a 
top wall cooking surface i2 and a control panel îlfl extend 
ing along the top rear of Ithe range. The 4outer housing en 
closes a forwardly~open oven cavity 16 provided with top 
and bottom heating elements 3d and 32, respectively, and 
various thermostatic means represented by part 34. The 
oven is adapted to be closed by «the hinged drop door 1.3. 
A fixed handle 2€? extends across the width of the door 
near its top edge and is used for opening and closing the 
door during normal cooking operations. An operable han 
die 22 is mounted closely below the iixed hanÍ le. By ro 
tating the handle 22 about a quarter turn, a bolt is turned 
up to project out of the top edge of the door and engage 
a keeper assembly 24 mounted on the oven framing struc~ 
ture. 

it is noted Ithat the latch means has all its movable parts 
carried by the door 18. The lock effecting assembly gen 
erally designated 26, with parts of the timing mechanism 
incorpoarted therein, is located at the rear of the range 
and is connected to function in accordance with the op 
eration of the latch means by link means generally desig 
nated 23. 

Latch means-Keeper (FIGS. 2-4) 
The keeper bracket 24 which receives the latch bolt di) 

is mounted on the frame structure 36 which trames the 
oven cavity front opening. The bracket projects forwardly 
with the bolt receiving opening 35 located over the top 
edge of the closed door i3. The bracket Z4 comprises two 
nesting parts, the underlying one being rigidly secured by 
screws 42 to the oven frame structure 36, and ‘the top one 
being adjustably secured to the underlying one. The for 
ward edge lié- of the keeper opening is angled relative to 
plane of rotation of the bolt du to provide a cam surface 
which the bolt engages when the latching means is op 
erated to a latched position. This pulls the oven door i8 
toward a sealed position. 

Latch means-Operating parís (FIGS. 2J!) 
The operating parts of the latch means carried by the 

door ‘take the general form of a Z-shaped crank pivotal 
about the axis of the bight portion 46 which is the connect 
ing shaft between the operating handle 22 and the bolt 
40. in an unlatched position with the door closed (FiG. 2) 
the handle 22 extends horizontally in one direction and 
the bolt 4l? extends horizontally in the opposite direction. 
When the handle 22 is pushed downwardly at its right end 
(as viewed facing the oven) toward a latching position, 
the bolt 4t) will be turned upwardly into the keeper' open« 
ing 38 and move along the camming surface 44. Thus with 
the latching means in a latched position (FIG. 3), the 
operating handle 2?. points down, and the bolt 423 projects 
up out of the top edge of the door and up into the keeper 
opening. 

Link means (FIGS. 2-5) 

In the currently preferred form, the link means gen 
erally designated 23 includes: a rearwardly-biased draw 
bar 48 extending between the front latch means and rear 
lock effecting means 26; a bell crank 50 at the front end 
of the drawbar, the crank having the end of one leg 5611 
pivotaliy secured at 52 to the drawbar, and having the 
junction of its legs pivotaliy secured at 5d to the keeper 
bracket 24; and, a rear link 56 (FIG. 4) having one end 
pivotally connected to the rear end of the drawbar 4:13, the 
link extending at a right angle from the drawbar into the 
lock assembly structure 26 where it is mounted to pivot 
about a vertical axis. 
The link means tells the lock effecting means 26 what 

position the latching means is in, and under a condition 
requiring locking the door obstructs the release of the 
latch. This works as follows. When the latching means is 
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operated from its unlatched FIG. 2 position to its latched 
FiG. 3 position the bolt di) turning through the keeper slot 
38 engages the leg 50A of the `bell crank and turns the 
bell crank about its pivotal securement Sii to the FIG. 3 
position. As the bell crank 56 pivots, its leg 59B pulls 
the drawbar forwardly to place the extreme forward 
end 48A in a position to obstruct the movement of the bolt 
liti back toward an unlatched position. As is perhaps best 
seen in FiG. 5, the bolt may not be turned back to an un 
latched position until the forward end 48A of the drawbar 
is retracted. 

Latch, link, lock operational relations/lip (FIG. 6) 
The schematic view of PEG. 6 shows in simplified form 

this operational relationship. When the latching means is 
turned to a latched position with bolt turning the bell 
crank 5d to draw the bar 4S forward against the force of 
biasing spring eil, the ear 62 at the rear end of the bar is 
pulled past a lock pin 6d- which then obstructs the return 
oi the bar to its rearward position. The lock pin is retract~ 
able out of an obstructing position by energization of the 
solenoid d5. The springs represent forces biasing the 
lock pin toward engagement with the cooperating parts of 
the link means, and also biasing the lock pin to a yieldable 
centered position which permits it to be deflected one way 
and another as the rear end of the link means moves one 
way and another in accordance with latch movement. 

rThe V-shaped element 7@ shown as straddling the lock 
pin 6d is responsive to movement in either direction of 
the lock pin to close solenoid switch ‘72 momentarily when 
movement of the bar :i8 causes iiexure in either way of 
the lock pin. The thermostatic switch 74 is normally open 
and closes in response to a high oven temperature indicat 
ing a cleaning cycle is starting. When it closes, the solenoid 
switch ’72 and solenoid 66 are shunted out of the circuit 
so that the solenoid cannot be energized. in other words, 
the solenoid. is disabled high temperatures. 
The general operation of the latching and locking ar 

rangement may now be readily appreciated with respect 
to its operation under various conditions. If the oven door 
is latched shut in the absence of electrical power to the 
range, the solenoid de does not retract the lock pin 6d 
away from the ear 62. Hence the pin end moves with the 
ear rather than movin0 into an obstructing position as the 
drawbar dâ is moved forwardly. lt will be appreciated 
then that in the absence of electrical power, the door may 
be latched and unlatched without any locking taking place. 
With electrical power available, the usual case, as the 
lock pin is deiiected by the ear it causes switch 72 to close 
momentarily by engaging wire lever '70. The solenoid 66 
is energized and the lock pin momentarily retracted as the 
ear moves forwardly. Upon retraction, the lock pin as 
sumes its undeiiected position and is centered relative to 
wire lever '70. Switch 72 opens, deenergizing the solenoid, 
and the lock pin springs into an obstructing position rela 
tive to the link means. However, «the lock pin may be 
readily moved out of an obstructing position with elec 
trical power still available by simply operating the latch 
means to an unlatched position. This permits «the biasing 
spring ed to draw the bar rearwardly and again cause en 
ergization of the solenoid through deflection of the lock 
pin in the other direction and closing of switch '72. This 
retracts lthe lock pin out of the obstructing position. 
However, il’ the lock pin till» is in an obstructing position 

While the oven temperature is in the high heat range, the 
thermally responsive switch 'Iii closes and disables the 
solenoid. Accordingly, the biasing spring et) is unable to 
draw -the bar 4€ rearwardly against the obstruction of the 
lock pin which may be deíiected rearwardly only to a 
limited extent in the obstructing position because of the 
stop 75, even though the limited deiiection closes switch 
72. 
One notable feature of the invention of my noted other 

patent application is the arrangement of the biasing spring 
to constitute the sole torce for urging the bar 4S rear 
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wardly. No force is exerted by the‘latching means upon 
the linkage means to effect the rearward movement of the 
linkage means. Thus, with the oven door latched and 
locked, if the user attempts to force the latch to an open 
position, the latching bolt 40 simply bears against the 
forward end 48A of the drawbar in a direction at right 
angles to the normal direction of movement of the draw 
bar. This force is carried directly through the connection 
52 of the drawbar to the bell crank leg 50B, and to the 
keeper bracket and [frame structure of Ithe oven. Since 
such a force is not carried back to the back assembly 
through the linkage, the drawbar and the cooperating 
parts in the locking assembly may be of relatively light 
Weight material not required to resist large stresses. 

Lock eß‘ecting means (FIGS. 7~9) 

The currently preferred arrangement embodying lock 
effecting means 26 according to the invention of my noted 
application is shown in FIGS. 7-9. A lightweight sheet 
metal shell 76 serves as a base for carrying a number of 
the parts concerned with locking. The shell is secured to 
the back face of a vertical rear wall 78 spaced rearwardly 
from the vertical rear wall of the oven liner. Thermal 
insulation occupies the space between the liner and the 
rear wall 78. The shell is mounted to this rear wall for 
limited-pivotal movement about a vertical axis passing 
Vapproximately through vertically aligned upper and lower 
fasteners Si). The fasteners extend through spacers 82 
which space the shell from the wall 7 S to permit the shell 
to rock slightly upon the spacers. This mounting arrange 
ment is used to compensate for thermal expansion and 
contraction of the range body, and to prevent the forward 
end of the drawbar from being pulled out of the unlatching 
path of the bolt during the heat cleaning cycle. The com 
pensating arrangement includes an arm ¿84 rigidly con 
nected to two opposite corners of the shell by fasteners 
86 (FIG. 7) and a bar 88 connected to the outboard end 
of the arm. The bar 88 is fixed at its forward end to the 
keeper assembly 24 and extends rearwardly to its pivotal 
connection with the outboard end of the arm. The bar 
88 is preferably a duplicate of the drawbar 48 for mini~ 
mizing manufacturing costs. Also, for allpractical pur 
poses, expansion and contraction of both drawbar 48 and 
bar 88 will be the same since they are subject to essen 
tially the same temperatures. The lever arm distance as 
measured from the vertical pivot axis of the fasteners 80 
to the pivot connection between arm 84 and bar 88 on 
the other hand, and to the pivot connection of the draw 
bar 48 to the link extension 56 on the other hand, is the 
same preferably. 
With my thermal compensating arrangement, as the 

range body frame expands and contracts and thus‘changes 
the distance between the keeper assembly and lock as 
sembly, the shell 76 will rock as required to keep the re 
lationship between the forward end of the drawbar and 
the bolt the same, and also keep the same adjusted rela 
tionship between the rear link 56 and the operating parts 
in the locking assembly.  
The parts in FlGS. 7-9 which correspond to the parts 

in the schematic of FIG. 7 carry the same numeral. The 
locking member 64 takes the form of a pin normally bi 
ased downwardly by the helical compression spring 68 
which bears against the lower faceof the solenoid 66 
mounting. The pin is mounted for lateral deflection by a 
sleeve-shaped, tight helical spring 68A. The part 62 which 
engages the lower end of the locking pin 64 is located at 
the right end (FIG. 7) of the link extension 56. When 
the drawbar 48 is moved forwardly or rearwardly the 
linkage extension 56 pivots about the vertical axis 58 
(FIGS. 7-9) formed by several notches (also designated 
S8) in rearwardly-directed flanges of the shell 76. The 
forward edge of a vertical rim of the extension link 56 
seats in these notches. 
The right end (FIGS. 7 and 9) of the link extension 

moves toward the rear (i.e., toward the views of FIG. 7) 
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6 
when the drawbar is pulled forwardly during latching, 
and conversely moves toward the front when the drawbar 
retracts during unlatching. A raised shoulder 62A en 
gages the end of the downwardly-biased locking pin 64 
and deiiects the pin toward the rear when the drawbar 
is moved forwardly. This carries the locking pin into en 
gagement with the “V” formed wire '70 and results in clo 
sure of switch 72 in series with the solenoid 66. The lock 
ing pin is retracted against the bias of spring 68, and as 
sumes a vertical position which again centers it with 
respect to the wire form V. This permits the switch 72 
to again open. The force of the biasing spring 68 then 
drives the pin downwardly past the link end 62. 
The Sequence of movements of the locking pin relative 

to the movement of the end 62 as the link extension 56 
is moved between its positions is perhaps best shown in 
FIG. S. The solid line representation of the link end 62 
and pin 64 corresponds to an unlatcherl condition. The 
dash-dot showings represent successive positions. As the 
link end 62 moves to the left as viewed in FIG. 8, the 
locking pin is deflected to a position 64B by engagement 
of the shoulder with the end of the locking pin. This de 
ilection, as explained before, energizes the solenoid mo 
mentarily, `and the pin takes the centered depressed posi 
tion 64C. If the link end 62 is moved back toward its solid 
line position, its leading edge engages the end of the lock 
ing pin 64 and carries it toward a 64D position. If the sole 
noid 66 is not then disabled in response to a high oven 
temperature, the solenoid is again energized to retract the 
pin and permit the link end 62 to move back under the 
end of the centered pin 6d. However, if the solenoid is dis 
abled the end 62 forces the locking pin end over to the 
64D position against the edge of a ñange 96 and prevents 
the return of link end 62 to its solid line position. It is 
noted that the movement of the link end 62 from the 
dashed line position to its solid yposition is effected by the 
force of the biasing spring 60 and not by any force trans 
mitted back through the linkage mechanism from the 
latching means. However, the force moving the link end 
62 from the solid line position to the broken line position 
is derived from the latching operation and is in opposi 
tion to the force of the biasing spring 66. 
When the locking pin 64 descends to a position in which 

it is not supported by the link end 62, it also closes a 
normally-open interlock switch 92 in series with other 
parts which function during the high temperature period. 

Timing (FIGS. 7-10) 

The timing arrangement for terminating the supply 
of heat to the oven is also provided in connection with 
the lock assembly. A timer motor 94, which may be a 
single, inexpensive clock motor, is mounted on the shell 
76 and has its output shaft flexibly connected through a 
helical spring sleeve 98 to a drive shaft 96. The shaft 96 

~ is slidably supported at its left end (FTGS. 7 and 9) in a 
horizontal slot lim. A tension spring 192 urges the slid 
able left end of the shaft 96 in a direction toward the 
front of the range. The output shaft includes a worm 
thread drive section N4 (HG. 9) adapted to be engaged 
by a wheel 106 carried by the extension link 56 for 
movement therewith and provided with teeth on its periph 
ery adapted to mesh with the teeth of the worm drive sec 
tion 164. The function of the timer, timer drive and 
wheel is to cause the opening of a normally-closed switch 
168 after a predetermined period of engagement of the 
drive shaft and the wheel, when the door is latched shut. 
In the current arrangement, the timer drive and wheel 
are designed so that after one hour of engagement the 
switch 10S will be opened to terminate the supply of 
heat. 
The structural arrangement of the timer wheel assem 

bly is perhaps best understood from the vertical sectional 
view of FIG. 10 taken through the wheel and associated 
structure. The wheel 106 is mounted for rotation about 
a bolt 116 which secures it to the link extension 56. A 
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helical return spring 112 has one end pinned to the 
wheel 106 and the other end connected to the link 56 
to exert a force urging the wheel 166 in a counterclock 
wise direction (as viewed from above) to a start (i.e. 
rest) position. A U-shaped wire or member 114 is car 
ried at the ends of its legs from the bolt for turning move 
ment relative to the bolt. The wheel 106 includes one or 
more depending lugs 116 disposed to engage the lower 
leg of the wire form 114 when the wheel rotates sufficiently 
in either direction. The bight of the wire form 114 is 
confined ‘between a stop 11S (FIG. 9) on the one side, 
and the actuating lever for the switch 108 on the other 
side. 
When the link extension 56 is in an unlatched posi 

tion, the wheel 166 is out of engagement with the worm 
drive section ltlll, and the return spring 112 urges the 
wheel 196 in a counterclockwise direction until a de 
pending lug 116 engages a leg of the wire form 11d and 
is stopped by the wire form engaging the limit flange 113. 
When the link extension 56 is moved to a latched position, 
the wheel is carried into engagement with the worm drive 
section. With the timer 94 energized, the wheel is slowly 
rotated in a clockwise direction and carries the depending 
lugs around. After the leading lug engages the lower leg 
of the wire form 11d, it carries the bight portion of the 
wire form into engagement with the actuating lever of 
normally-closed switch 1&8. When switch w3 opens, heat 
cleaning energization is terminated, and the timer motor 
9d- is deenergized. Subsequently, after the oven has cooled 
sufficiently, and after the latch means is operated to an 
open position, the wheel will be moved back away from 
the drive worm section 164 and the return spring will 
act to reset the wheel to its initial position from which 
it started. With this arrangement, each time the latch 
means is moved from a latched to an unlatchcd position, 
the timing system is reset for a subsequent full cycle, re 
gardless of whether a full or only partial cycle has been 
completed. The system permits interrupting a cycle at 
any since the timing does not “lock” the controls in a 
condition requiring completion after a cycle has started. 

Overall circuit (FIG. 11) 

The relationship of the timing arrangement circuitry 
to the remainder of the oven circuitry as concerned with 
a heat cleaning cycle or operation is generally illustrated 
in FlG. l1. A three-wire power source is indicated by 
the conductor terminals N, L1 and L2. A stepdown trans 
former 120 and the timer motor 94 are energized across 
neutral and L2 when the “Clean” position contacts 122 
of the selector switch are closed, and the latching means 
have been operated to a latched position to effect closure 
of the normally open interlock switch 92 engaged by the 
locking pin 64. The secondary of the transformer 120 pro 
vides power through another set of contacts 123 in the 
selector switch in a “Clean” position to operate control 
relay means 12.4 to a position energizing the top heat 
ing element 3€) in the oven. Until the temperature in the 
oven rises above a level, such as 550° F., normally en 
countered in cooking, the normally-open lock thermostat 
switch '74 remains open. Above that temperature, the 
thermostatic switch 74 closes to shunt out the solenoid 
66 and the solenoid switch 72 so that these elements are 
disabled. Thus, the oven door will -be locked shut (since 
the lock pin 64 cannot be retracted out of the way 0f 
the link means) until the switch 74 subsequently opens 
as the oven temperature falls into the normal cooking 
range of temperatures. Closing of lock switch 74 also 
energizes an indicating light and Ventilating fans. 

After the latching means have been in a latched posi 
tion with the selector switch in a “Clean” position for 
about an hour, the timer operated switch ltlS is opened 
in the manner previously explained. It is noted that this 
switch 163 could be placed in the circuit between switch 
92 and selector switch element 122 rather than where 
it is shown. Opening of switch ldd deenergizes the trans 
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8 
former 120 and results in opening the circuit to the ele 
ment supplying heat to the oven cavity. Then when the 
oven temperature cools below the set temperature of the 
lock switch '74, this switch opens and the solenoid 66 may 
again be energized by operatinfy the latching means toward 
an unlatched position. Further details as to the function 
ing of the various parts of the circuit may be found in 
Kastor/ich U.S. patent application Ser. No. 552,663, en 
titled “Oven,” and filed Apr. 26, 1966, a continuation 
in-part of Kastovich U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
521,932 filed Jan. 20, 1966, now abandoned. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In an oven of the type adapted to undergo heat 

cleaning, and including latching means adjacent the front 
of the oven structure, lock effecting means adjacent the 
rear of the oven structure, and movable link means ex 
tending between said latching means and said lock effect 
ing means to relate the operation thereof in accordance 
with existing conditions; 

frame means carrying the opera-tional elements of said 
lock effecting means in generally fixed relation to each 
other; 

means mounting said frame means to said oven struc 
ture for limited move-ment of said frame means as 
a whole; 

means connecting the rear end of said link means to 
said operational elements so that movement of said 
link means influences the operation of said operation 
al elements, the forward end of said link means being 
disposed relative to said latching means under high 
oven temperature conditions to prevent operation of 
said latching means to an unlatched position; and 

means for moving said frame means, in accordance 
wit-h changes in spacing `between said lock effecting 
means and said latch means arising from thermal 
expansion and contraction of said range body, to 
maintain substantially the same relationship between 
said latch means and the forward end of said link 
means to prevent the occurrence of ̀ an unlocked con 
dition with high oven temperatures. 

2. An oven according to claim 1; 
said frame mounting means is of a character securing 

said frame means to said oven structure for pivotal 
movement; and 

said frame moving means includes means generally 
para-Heling said link means and being rigidly secured 
at its forward end to said oven structure and piv 
otally secured at its rear to effect said movement of 
said frame means. 

3. In an oven according to claim 2; 
said link means includes a generally front-to-rear ex 

tending drawbar; and 
said bar for effecting movement of said frame means 

is substantially a duplicate of said drawbar. 
4. In a door latching and locking arrangement for a 

heat-cleaning oven of the type in which latching means 
is mounted at the front of the oven, the means for effect 
ing locking is at the rear of the oven, and link means 
connect the latching means to the lock effecting means to 
coordinate their functions, the improvement comprising: 
means mounting said lock eñîecting means for pivotal 

Imovement at the rear of said oven; 
means rigidly fixed to the front of said oven to receive 

the bolt portion of said latching means so that the 
`oven door is restrained from opening when said bolt 
portion is so received; « 

means associated with the forward end of said link 
means for obstructing movement of said bolt in an 
unlatching direction; and 

means connecting said rigidly fixed means to said lock 
effecting means to effect pivoting of said lock effect 
ing means in accordance with the change in spacing 
between said rigidly fixed means and said lock effect 
ing means occasioned by thermal expansion and con 
traction of said oven. 
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5. In an arrangement according to claim 4: 
said link means includes a drawbar, and said connect 

ing means includes 'a 'bar which substantially dupli 
cates said drawb-ar. 

6. In an arrangement according to claim 5: 
said :link means includes a transverse arm pivotally con 

nected to the rear portion of said drawbar for trans 
ferring motion information of said link means to said 
lock effecting means, 

said connecting means includes a second transverse arm 
pivotally connected to the rear portion of said ‘bar and 
rigidly connected to said lock effecting means. 

2,5 40,082 
2,5 75,465 
2,996,323 
3,050,048 
3,214,567 
3,313,918 
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